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The environment of NGC4342

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

— NGC4342 is located in the outskirts of Virgo cluster
— In projection: 5.25 Mpc from M87, 0.5 Mpc from M49
— In projection: 130 kpc from the large galaxy NGC4365
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Figure 2: Deep optical image of the large scale environ-
ment of NGC4365 (Mihos et al., 2011). A prominent fea-
ture on the image is the faint tidal tail at the southwest-
ern side of NGC4365, whose extent is !1" (!300 kpc).
The surface brightness of the tail is #28 mag/arcsec2 (Mi-
hos et al., 2011). The existence of the tidal tail suggests
that the galaxy has undergone an interaction relatively re-
cently. In projection a number of galaxies, among others
NGC4342, are very close to the tidal tail.

ate neighborhood for 26 ks, whereas Chandra observed
the galaxy for 198 ks. Due to the relatively small field-
of-view (FOV) of Chandra detectors, the X-ray emis-
sion around NGC4365 cannot be studied on large scales
based on the Chandra data. On the contrary the large ef-
fective area and the big FOV of XMM-Newton detectors
make this instrument the most feasible to study the hot
gas around NGC4365.

We carefully analyzed the archival 26 ks XMM-Newton
data using standard data analysis procedures (Bogdán &
Gilfanov, 2008). We found that di!use X-ray emission is
present, which fills the entire FOV. The emission is ther-
mal with kT=1.1±0.1 keV. Interestingly, the hot X-ray gas
does not have a uniform distribution around NGC4365:
In Fig. 3 we compare the 0.5 $ 2 keV band northeast-
southwest and southeast-northwest surface brightness dis-
tributions. Fig. 3 reveals that even though hot X-ray gas
can be detected in the entire FOV, its surface brightness
is highest along the northeast-southwest direction. Cu-
riously, the distribution of the hot X-ray gas follows the
orientation of the faint optical tail (Mihos et al., 2011).
However, the optical extent of the tidal tail is signif-
icantly larger than the FOV of the currently available
XMM-Newton observation. Therefore, it is yet to be un-
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Figure 3: Surface brightness distribution profile of the
di!use X-ray emission around NGC4365 based on the
archival 26 ks XMM-Newton data (ObsID: 0205090101).
The profiles were extracted in the 0.5 $ 2 keV band using
wedges with 60" opening angle in the northeast-southwest
(red points) and in the southeast-northwest (blue) direc-
tion. Although the di!use emission appears to be present
around NGC4365, its distribution is remarakbly elon-
gated in the northeast-southwest direction.

raveled whether the observed hot gas originates from a
galaxy group whose dominant member is NGC4365, or
the gas is confined by the extended potential of NGC4365.
The major goal of the present proposal is to explore
the extent and spatial distribution of the X-ray gas
around NGC4365, thereby confirming that NGC4365
is a dominant member of a galaxy group. A further
goal of the proposed observations is to measure the major
physical properties of the hot gas, furthermore estimate
the gravitational potential of the galaxy group.

NGC4342, the optically-faint but gas-rich elliptical
A particularly curious galaxy is located in the nearby

neighborhood of NGC4365: NGC4342 is a low-mass
early-type galaxy with an unusually bright X-ray corona.
The X-ray emission can be described with a thermal spec-
trum with kT = 0.53 ± 0.02 keV. The combined thermal
spectrum and the distorted morphology clearly demon-
strates that the emission arises from hot gas. The 0.5 $ 2
keV band X-ray image of NGC4342 shows strong hydro-
dynamic disturbances with a distinct surface brightness
edge and a tail (Fig. 4). These features are characteric-
tic signature of ram pressure stripping, hence the edge is
most likely produced by ram pressure as the galaxy moves
through the external gas. Interestingly, NGC4342’s direc-
tion of motion points towards NGC4365, suggesting that
NGC4342 is falling toward NGC4365 with large velocity.
A crucial goal of the proposed observation is to con-
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- Low stellar mass early-type galaxy: M~2.2 x 1010 Msun

- Bright X-ray sources and unresolved X-ray emission

NGC4342, a low-stellar mass galaxy

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

K-bandChandra hard band
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NGC4342, a low-stellar mass galaxy

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

Chandra hard band

Red: detected point sources
Contours: K-band

★ Bright central source
- LX = 2.6 x 1039 erg/s
- MBH = 4.6 x 108 Msun

(Cretton & van den Bosch 1998)

★ 7 non-central sources
- mostly LMXBs
- in agreement with 
Gilfanov (2004)

★ Unresolved emission
- unresolved LMXBs
- unresolved CVs and ABs
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NGC4342, an X-ray gas-rich galaxy

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

— Very bright X-ray corona from 0.5 keV gas
— Unusually X-ray luminous for its stellar mass
— Sharp surface brightness: contact discontinuity/cold front

1’
6.6 kpc

K-bandChandra soft band
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Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

Soft band X-ray — K-band composite image

1’
6.6 kpc

— Very bright X-ray corona from 0.5 keV gas
— Unusually X-ray luminous for its stellar mass
— Sharp surface brightness: contact discontinuity/cold front

NGC4342, an X-ray gas-rich galaxy

http://chandra.si.edu
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Gravitating mass profile of NGC4342

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

★ NGC4342 is a low stellar mass galaxy
★ Gravitating mass assuming hydrostatic equilibrium
★ NGC4342 has an extended dark matter halo!

Total gravitating 
mass exceeds 
stellar mass!

At 10 kpc:
(1.4-2.3) x 1011 Msun
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X-ray sources around NGC4342

Ákos Bogdán

Within 140” (15.5 kpc) 28 X-ray sources observed but 
only 11 cosmic X-ray background sources are expected!

Distribution of X-ray sourcesChandra hard band

07/11/2012
Wednesday, December 31, 1969



Origin of the excess X-ray sources

Ákos Bogdán

- excess X-ray sources from Chandra

estimate number of GCs

★ Not from fluctuation of CXB level

★ LMXBs associated with globular clusters (GCs)?!

★ On average 1-2% of blue GCs host bright LMXBs

★ ~17 excess sources around NGC4342

 NGC4342 may host 850-1700 GCs!

07/11/2012
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Ákos Bogdán

   GC candidates around NGC4342

Origin of the excess X-ray sources

07/11/2012

— Optical data from: 
Canada French Hawaii 
Telescope

— Confirms large GC 
population around 
NGC4342

— HST analysis in progress

— NGC = 1200 +/- 500

— SN = 19.9 +/- 8.3
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GC-LMXB around NGC4342

Ákos Bogdán 07/11/2012

★ SN = 19.9 +/- 8.3 is among the largest observed values

★ Clean way to study GC-LMXBs
- Absence of stellar light beyond ~2 kpc
- Small field-of-view, fewer CXB sources
- Very few possible kicked field sources

★ Analysis of HST data/source identification

★ More results to come! 

Bogdán et al., Apj, 753, 140, arXiv 1203.1641

Bogdán et al., Apj, in press, arXiv 1203.1642
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Thank you!
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